


Welcome to our 2024 Winter Trend Guide
With a new year come new resolutions, new traditions, and maybe even a new style. Celebrate everything you 
accomplished in 2023 and kick off 2024 on a high note by outfitting your team, clients, family & friends with our latest 
curated apparel.
We rounded up the hottest trends for the coolest weather, from cozy loungewear to functional workwear. We know it’s 
hard to choose when the options are all this good, so we’re here to help. As you explore this guide, consider your brand 
and which style of gear would mean the most to your people. Then, let’s create something together they’ll want to 
proudly wear anytime there’s a nip in the air.
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Jackets



A: AS Colour | Tech Jacket | Men’s B: AS Colour | Hooded Puffer Jacket | Men’s

Step out in style in AS Colour’s sleek Tech Jacket. Made from 100% recycled polyester, its 
design includes yoke venting, an internal cinch cord at the hood, front pockets with welt 
covers, waterproof zips, and sleeve cuffs.

AS LOW AS $110

AS Colour’s Hooded Puffer Jacket is the ultimate winter staple. It boasts an insulated 
hood, two side pockets, YKK Zip to close, cinch cord at the waist, internal chest pocket, 
elastic cuffs on the sleeves, plus it’s water & wind resistant.

AS LOW AS $140
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A: Carhartt® | Super Dux™ Soft Shell Jacket B: Carhartt® | Super Dux™ Insulated Hooded Coat

This Soft Shell Jacket combines iconic Carhartt looks with unbeatable weather protection. 
The nylon is 35% lighter than traditional duck but with twice the abrasion resistance. It’s 
water repellent and wind resistant to keep you going in damp, blustery weather.

AS LOW AS $124

Carhartt heritage meets technical outdoor performance in this rugged coat that’s 35% 
lighter and has two times the abrasion resistance of traditional duck. The reduced weight 
feels great while hiking, fishing, or just walking around. It also fights off wind, light rain, 
and cold, so you enjoy the outdoors to the fullest.

AS LOW AS $174
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A: Columbia | Delta Ridge™ Down Jacket | Women’s B: Columbia | Lake 22™ Down Hooded Jacket

Combining Omni-Heat™ thermal-reflective lining, 650 fill power down, and stitch-free 
baffling for zero drafts, this lightweight Columbia jacket brings the heat. Made from 100% 
polyester, it repels water and seals heat to keep you cozy in cooler temps.

AS LOW AS $166

With a water-resistant shell and 650-fill power down insulation, Columbia’s Lake 22™ Down 
Hooded Jacket can be worn alone or as a lightweight layer while you’re out conquering 
the cold.

AS LOW AS $187
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A: Cutter & Buck | Mission Ridge Repreve® Eco Insulated Puffer Jacket | Men’s B: Cutter & Buck | Mission Ridge Repreve Eco Insulated Long Puffer Jacket | Women’s

AS LOW AS $220 AS LOW AS $230

The iconic and sustainable Mission Ridge Repreve® Eco Insulated Puffer Jacket is engineered from an average of 55 post-consumer recycled plastic bottles, for exceptional warmth and versatility in cold 
weather. It’s made with a certified recycled water-repellent shell and filled with a recycled down alternative by Repreve® for superior comfort, making it perfect for hiking, skiing, travel or weekend getaway. 
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A: DRI DUCK | Rigor Vest

DRI DUCK’s Rigor Vest is a heat-retaining, abrasion resistant, windproof, and water resistant 
layer, all without adding extra, bulky weight. Combining rugged utility with timeless style and 
versatility, Rigor acts as a warm inner layer—and effectively holds its own as a durable and 
protective outer layer. Cozy snowtop poly sherpa at the collar and yoke, reflective trim, and a 
handy cell phone pocket at the chest give this innovative vest added comfort and functionality. 

AS LOW AS $89

The Quantum Puffer delivers warmth without the 
weight in a stylish and modern silhouette. This 
innovative jacket features a matte finish, 4-way 
stretch twill outer shell while 3M™ Thinsulate™ 
insulation keeps you warm and dry without the bulk 
of a heavier coat. Quantum Puffer is water-and-
wind resistant, and is lined with a breathable 
dewspo lining that holds in body heat while still 
allowing excess moisture to escape as needed. 
Featuring a drop tail for extended coverage and an 
adjustable cord lock at the hem to fine-tune your 
perfect fit, this jacket offers unmatched protection 
from the elements. Complete with a 3-piece hood 
with a scuba collar feature and elastic hood 
binding, the Quantum Puffer is the ultimate solution 
to keep you warm and comfortable without 
weighing you down.

AS LOW AS $186

This hardworking and handsome puffer jacket is 
built to please! Water-resistant, four-way stretch 
twill meets premium 3M™ Thinsulate™ insulation to 
bring you heavy-duty warmth—without the heavy, 
bulky feel of a winter coat—plus incredible 
flexibility. Equipped with Storm Shield™ technology, 
it keeps you dry, warm and moving comfortably 
through a steady rain. Roomy, zippered pockets 
hold your belongings securely, while an interior, 
zippered chest pocket keeps your phone safe and 
close at hand. A sturdy, two-way zipper adds 
versatility and comfort, and an extended, drop-
tail hem gives you plenty of coverage below 
the belt to avoid exposure. The bottom can be 
cinched tight or loosened as needed. Elastic 
cuffs feature adjustable tabs, and elastic binding 
around the hood keeps your head and face 
snugly shielded from the elements. Load-
ed with functionality and designed with cool 
matte-graphite style, the Quantum Puffer will not 
disappoint.

AS LOW AS $186

C: DRI DUCK | Quantum Puffer 
Jacket | Women’s

B: DRI DUCK | Quantum Puffer 
Jacket | Men’s
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A: Eddie Bauer ® | WeatherEdge ® Plus Jacket | Men’s B: Eddie Bauer ® | WeatherEdge ® Plus Jacket | Women’s

AS LOW AS $110 AS LOW AS $110
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Fully seam-sealed and engineered from extremely breathable fabric, this jacket ensures warmth and comfort—no matter what Mother Nature serves up. It features exclusive WeatherEdge Plus and 
StormRepel ® durable water-repellent technology for unparalleled protection against rain, snow, sleet and hail. Features include an adjustable hood with locking drawcord, waterproof front molded 
zippered pockets, adjustable tab cuffs with hook and loop closures, a decoration access pocket, a full-length interior storm flap, and an adjustable locking drawcord hem. 



A: Helly Hansen | Sirdal Hooded Insulator Jacket | Men’s B: Helly Hansen | Aurora Shield Fleece Jacket

With recycled ECOLoft™ Air SR Insulation, Helly Hansen’s Sirdal jacket has a high-
performance warmth-to-weight ratio. Its lightness and relaxed-fit enhance your ability 
to move in nature in changeable conditions. The smart synthetic insulation also avoids 
clumping when wet, unlike traditional down fill. The outer fabric is ripstop and built to last. 
It has a PFC-free water repellent treatment – another win for you and the environment.

AS LOW AS $164

Helly Hansen’s Aurora is the perfect fall fleece jacket or midlayer to wear under your shell 
on cold winter days. It’s designed with 4-way stretch to give you maximum freedom of 
movement, wherever your adventure takes you.

AS LOW AS $184
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A: Mercer+Mettle™ | Stretch Soft Shell Jacket | Men’s B: Mercer+Mettle™ | Stretch Soft Shell Jacket | Women’s

AS LOW AS $60 AS LOW AS $60
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Made from a sophisticated and supple double-weave fabric, this soft shell brings professional polish and weather-resistant performance together beautifully. The combination of refined style with a 
comfortable fit transitions seamlessly between home and office wear.



A: Nautica | Windward Anorak Hooded Quarter-Zip Jacket | Men’s

Nautica’s anorak hooded jacket features a quarter-zip closure, drawcord hem, multiple pockets for 
your essentials, and a side zip for easy wear. Made from 100% nylon, its water resistant fabric and 
mesh hood liner is built to keep you dry. 

AS LOW AS $110
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The Wavestorm softshell jacket 
by Nautica is made from 94% 
Polyester 6% Spandex stretch 
fabric and is wind & water
 resistant. It features an adjustable 
hood with toggle, reflective 
detailing on front zipper & back, 
a left chest zippered pocket, 
zippered hand pockets, 
adjustable velcro sleeve cuffs
and a waist hem cinch-cord.

B: Nautica | Wavestorm 
Softshell Hooded Jacket | 
Men’s
AS LOW AS $120

C: Nautica | Wavestorm 
Softshell Hooded Jacket | 
Women’s
AS LOW AS $120

A

B

C



Nike | Hooded Soft Shell Jacket

Take your outdoor workouts to the next level. Nike’s smooth, water-repellent soft shell has plenty 
of stretch and features a soft interior. It helps keep the elements out, while effectively managing 
moisture. The design features a three-panel hood and zippered mesh-lined pockets. The 
contrast heat transfer Swoosh design trademark is on the left sleeve..

AS LOW AS $124
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Peter Millar | Merge Hybrid Jacket | Women’s

This lightweight layer is designed with an innovative performance insulation made from recycled 
fibers that offers incredible warmth and breathability. The wind-and-water-resistant exterior 
has front zip pockets perfect for storing tees and other essentials. Ergonomic channel insulation, 
stretch sleeves and panels, and lightweight zippers make it an ideal choice for the course 
and beyond.

AS LOW AS $234
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A: Port Authority® | Horizon Puffy Jacket | Men’s B: Port Authority® | Horizon Puffy Long Jacket | Women’s

AS LOW AS $80 AS LOW AS $100
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With horizontal baffles, a slight sheen and insulation that simulates down feathers, this jackey by Port Authority is the newest puffy on the horizon. A water-resistant finish helps keep light rain out.



A: STIO | Azura Jacket | 
Men’s

The Azura is your year-round 
layering piece for hikes, morning 

campsites and winter storm 
cycles. Lightweight 60g Primaloft® 

Gold Eco offers the pinnacle of 
insulation performance with an 

unrivaled warmth-to-weight 
ratio, supreme packability and 

a softness that mimics goose 
down. 100% recycled polyester 
outer provides durability and a 

soft hand, while a DWR finish 
sheds rain and light precipitation. 

Handwarmer pockets have comfy, 
brushed pocket bags, while 

interior and exterior chest pockets 
secure essentials.

AS LOW AS $2529

B: STIO | Azura Jacket | 
Women’s

STIO’s PrimaLoft® insulation 
offers the ultimate in thermal 

efficiency: incredible warmth-to-
weight ratio, breathability and 

softness that comforts in the 
nastiest of conditions. A modern 

quilting pattern complements the 
fitted shape, while 100% recycled 

polyester outer offers subtle 
protection from wind and light 

precipitation. A fully adjustable 
hem with low-pro cord locks the 

wind out, elastic cuff bindings 
won’t catch on any gear and 

interior/exterior pockets store your 
essentials.

AS LOW AS $252

A

C
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A: Storm Creek | Artisan Jacket | Men’s B: Storm Creek | Artisan Jacket | Women’s

AS LOW AS $110 AS LOW AS $110
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Storm Creek’s Artisan shacket is crafted for life on the go. From date night to early morning dog walks, it allows you to make a confident fashion statement. A modern take on classic street style, the 
Artisan is both versatile and stylish.

A B



A: Stormtech | Explorer Thermal Jacket | Men’s B: Stormtech | Explorer Thermal Jacket | Women’s

AS LOW AS $174 AS LOW AS $174
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This high performance thermal jacket is designed to provide maximum outdoor protection with its street smart styling. The Explorer Thermal Jacket shuts out the rain and wind with H2XTREME® 
waterproof/breathable storm protection and an adjustable full-size storm hood with face shield for extra protection in cold weather. The ergonomic design provides unrestricted movement for use in both 
urban and outdoor settings and features multiple interior and exterior pockets to keep your personal belongings and organized. The Explorer Thermal Jacket is also built with recycled polyester inputs for 
a reduced environmental footprint.

A B



A: tentree | Cloud Shell Packable Puffer | Men’s B: tentree | Cloud Shell Packable Puffer | Women’s

AS LOW AS $174 AS LOW AS $174
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The tentree Cloud Shell Packable Puffer is a warm, planet-friendly puffer jacket that uses eco-friendly technology. It’s rated to withstand temperatures down to 0 °C. In addition to the separate 
drawstring pouch that allows the jacket to be easily packed away, the jacket includes zippered hand pockets, spacious interior pockets, and a hanger loop at the back neck. Plus, every tentree purchase 
plants 10 trees, and with a trackable tree code on each hangtag, you can see the good you’re doing in real time! And through a partnership with 1% For The Planet, one percent of sales are donated to 
environmental nonprofits.

A B



A: The North Face ® | Everyday Insulated Jacket | Men’s B: The North Face ® | Everyday Insulated Jacket | Women’s

AS LOW AS $146 AS LOW AS $146
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Jackets

Built for mountain and city life, the everyday insulated jacket by The North Face® has fashionable baffles and colorblocking. Designed for everyday use, it will keep you warm and dry when it
gets cold and wet.

A B



1/4 Zips & Pullovers



A: Storm Creek | Overachiever Sweaterfleece Pullover | Women’s

Get the classic look of wool without the uncomfortable scratch. Storm Creek’s super soft 
Overachiever Sweaterfleece Pullover hugs you in warmth that’s ideal for everything from running 
errands to lounging on the couch.

AS LOW AS $90

The Roots73 Westville Eco 
Microfleece Pullover was designed 
with everyday warmth and 
comfort in mind. Made with 
super-soft recycled polyester 
anti-pill microfleece certified by 
the Global Recycled Standard, 
this midweight pullover is the 
perfect eco-friendly layer for just 
about anywhere. The Westville 
earns extra style points with 
contrast detail on the flap 
pocket, inner collar, inner
placket, cuffs and hem. It also 
features a hidden interior thumb 
grab for easy layering. And 
through a partnership with 1% For 
The Planet, one percent of 
profits are donated to 
environmental nonprofits.

B: Roots73 | WESTVILLE 
Eco Microfleece Pullover | 
Men’s
AS LOW AS $90

C: Roots73 | WESTVILLE 
Eco Microfleece Pullover | 
Women’s
AS LOW AS $90
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A: Adidas | Spacer Quarter-Zip Pullover | Men’s

Feel great on the course and look good in the clubhouse. This Adidas pullover features spacer knit construction, an Adidas logo on the right sleeve and is made from 100% 
recycled materials.

AS LOW AS $76

B: Adidas | Spacer Quarter-Zip Pullover | Women’s

1/4 Zips & Pullovers
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A: Nike | Club Fleece Sleeve Swoosh 1/2-Zip | Men’s

Built with versatility in mind, this brushed-back half-zip’s elevated look is perfect for work or play and its recycled polyester and organic cotton blend makes it a sustainable choice. Design details 
include a zip-through collar with dyed-to-match zipper, front pouch pocket, and rib knit cuffs and hem. A contrast Swoosh logo is embroidered on left sleeve.

AS LOW AS $59

B: Nike | Club Fleece Sleeve Swoosh 1/2-Zip | Women’s

1/4 Zips & Pullovers
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A: DRI DUCK | Timber Mountain Fleece Pullover B: DRI DUCK | Sierra Melange Fleece Pullover | Women’s

Built from DRI DUCK’s anti-pill, anti-static, and UPF 50+ enhanced poly sherpa Mountain 
Fleece,™ the Timber is incredibly cozy and surprisingly durable. Outfitted with high-
quality signature trims and finishes, this staple features an easy-access front kangaroo 
pocket with a separate pocket on top with a flap closure to keep your stuff secure. Layer 
it under a jacket for extra warmth or pull it on over a tee when there’s a chill in the air. 
Tough enough for the jobsite, sharp enough for the office, and comfortable enough for 
weekends, the Timber is the all-season, all-around best fleece pullover for any situation.

AS LOW AS $75

Stay ready for any adventure with the Sierra pullover. Crafted from Mountain Fleece™ and 
anti-pill fabric, this cozy wonder will keep you looking great and feeling comfy. UPF 50+ 
protects you from the sun while anti-static finish and contoured side-panels keep you 
looking smooth. Five-snap placket and stretch binding at the cuffs provide a stylish finish, 
while the on-seam pockets and chest pocket with snap closure keep all your essentials 
close. 

AS LOW AS $75

1/4 Zips & Pullovers
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Marine Layer | Sport Quarter Zip | Men’s

For the casually athletic, or just the plain casual. Marine Layer’s Sport Quarter Zip is so soft, you’ll 
forget about all your other clothes. It’s made from midweight athletic fabric for moisture-wicking 
durability and maximum active(ish) comfort. 

AS LOW AS $98
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A: Patagonia | Shearling Button Pullover | Men’s B: Patagonia | Pack Out Pullover | Women’s

Patagonia’s Shearling Button Pullover is versatile and perfect for everyday layering. It 
features set-in sleeves for comfort under a pack, two handwarmer pockets, and rib-knit 
cuffs and hem for warmth retention. Made from 100% recycled polyester fleece in a Fair 
Trade Certified™ factory.

AS LOW AS $159

For the daily run to everyday cross-over activities, the Pack Out Pullover by Patagonia 
provides the right amount of warmth and breathability as you layer up for different 
activities. With a slight oversized fit and drop shoulder aesthetic, this modern take on a 
classic running pullover will be your new go-to both on and off the trail. Made in a Fair 
Trade Certified™ factory. 

AS LOW AS $129

1/4 Zips & Pullovers
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Peter Millar | Kinetic Performance Half-Zip Hoodie | Men’s

This lightweight pullover from Peter Millar is ready for any outdoor workout. It’s constructed from 
a wind-resistant and waterproof stretch performance fabric for optimal protection from the 
elements and warmth on cooler days. Finished with a chest pocket and two side zip pockets.

AS LOW AS $275
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Hoodies & Sweatshirts



Hoodies & 
Sweatshirts

A: Bella + Canvas | 
Sponge Fleece Full-Zip 

Hoodie

Bella + Canvas’s incredibly soft 
unisex full zip up hoodie is spun 
from a plush poly-cotton blend 

and will easily become your go-
to essential. Features include 
a relaxed fit, hood with white 

drawstrings, full zip closure and 
ribbed cuffs and waistband. 

It’s offered in a variety of solid, 
colorblocked, digital fleece, 

marble fleece and neon colors.

 AS LOW AS $39

C: J. America | 
Pigment-Dyed Fleece 

Hooded Sweatshirt

Your J. America hooded sweatshirt 
will look and feel like one of a kind. 

Made from 80/20 BCI cotton/
polyester pigment-dyed fleece, it 

features a hood with a flat DTM 
drawcord, set-in pouch pocket, 

2x2 ribbed pocket openings, side 
gussets, and a tear-away label. 

The garment-dyed collection 
achieves its look and feel through 
special dye and wash processes, 

which creates unique variances in 
texture, distress, and shade.

AS LOW AS $41

B: AS Colour | Stencil 
Hood | Women’s

Kick back and relax in the AS Co-
lour Women’s Stencil Hood. This 
heavy-weight pullover design has 
an oversized fit, dropped shoul-
ders, inset sleeves, 2×2 ribbing on 
neck, cuff and hem, and a kanga-
roo pocket. It’s crafted from an-
ti-pull CVC fleece, 80% cotton and 
20% polyester.

AS LOW AS $48

D: Original Favorites | 
Organic Cotton French 
Terry Hooded Sweatshirt

The Original Favorites sweatshirt 
is a high-quality and comfortable 
version of everyone’s favorite 
wardrobe staple. Each sweatshirt 
is individually garment-dyed for 
a unique patina on every piece. 
Their certified organic, ultra-soft 
cotton French terry blanks are 
made from a custom knitted fabric 
with looped yarns on the interior 
and a smooth, luxurious surface 
on the exterior.

AS LOW AS $50
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A: Marine Layer | Corbet Quilted Full Zip Hoodie | Men’s B: Marine Layer | Sunset Pullover Hoodie | Women’s

Looking for something that’s a bit warmer than your average hoodie? May we suggest 
a hoodie of the quilted variety? Filled with just enough insulation, Marine Layer’s Corbet 
Quilted Hoodie is just what you’ve been searching for.

AS LOW AS $128

Made with the exact same signature sustainable fabric as Marine Layer’s Afternoon Zip 
Hoodie, but in a brand new pullover silhouette. The Sunset Hoodie is something warm you 
can pull over (see what we did there?) when temps cool and the sun starts to set. 

AS LOW AS $88
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A: TravisMathew | Coveside Hoodie | Men’s B: TravisMathew | Coveside Full-Zip | Women’s

You’ve entered the ultimate comfort zone—and there’s no going back. The Coveside 
Hoodie is built for layering in an incredibly soft, plush knit style. It’s just what you’d expect 
from TravisMathew.

AS LOW AS $114

TravisMathew’s Coveside Full-Zip is luxuriously soft and plush—the ideal layer for early 
morning walks or to throw on over your favorite top. 

AS LOW AS $129
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Peter Millar | Essex Full-Zip Hoodie

This new take on one of Peter Millar’s most iconic styles brings a casual touch to quilted 
outerwear. Unlined and lighter than the classic Essex and Suffolk models, this two-way zip 
hoodie is designed to be a go-to layer on cool days.

AS LOW AS $250
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Joggers & Sweatpants



B: Champion | 
Powerblend® Sweat-
pants with Pockets

Champion’s sporty design stream-
lines your look with all your favorite 
tees and sweatshirts. Versatile and 
comfortable, Powerblend® sweats 
keep you comfortable at the gym 
or out and about. Woven with a 
soft cotton blend and brushed on 
the interior, quality is covered. Ad-
justable drawcords and an elastic 
waistband lend to that perfect 
fit no matter what and two side 
pockets hold your essentials while 
you’re on the go.

AS LOW AS $25

C: Next Level | Laguna 
Sueded Sweatpants

Keep your wardrobe updated, 
upgraded and on trend with 
Next Level’s sueded sweatpants. 
They’re cut for a more elevated 
tailored look than those classic 
gym-class sweats and perfect for 
all-day wear.

AS LOW AS $36

A: American Apparel | ReFlex Fleece Sweatpants

American Apparel’s unisex ReFlex Fleece Sweatpant is a tasteful look that is ready to work out. 
The soft fleece sweatpant is lightweight with an elastic-covered waistband and flat cords for size 
adjustment. Side pockets make these great for exercising, warming up before a game, or simply 
enjoying your day with ease. 

AS LOW AS $32
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A: Storm Creek | Trendsetter Joggers | Men’s B: Storm Creek | Trendsetter Joggers | Women’s

AS LOW AS $65 AS LOW AS $65
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Real waistbands are so 2019. Be a Trendsetter. Storm Creek’s super soft joggers have a high-stretch elastic waistband making them perfect for going out and about or hanging out at home.

A B



Vests



Carhartt ® | Duck Vest

Another staple extra layer from Carhartt. The Duck Vest is made of cotton duck and insulated for 
warmth. Heavy weight, water repellent, wind resistant, and ready for whatever.

AS LOW AS $80
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A: Cutter & Buck | Rainier PrimaLoft® Eco Insulated Full Zip Puffer Vest | Men’s B: Cutter & Buck | Rainier PrimaLoft® Eco Insulated Full Zip Puffer Vest | Women’s

AS LOW AS $160 AS LOW AS $160
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Cutter & Buck’s iconic and sustainable Rainier Puffer Vest is engineered from lightweight, recycled, down-alternative insulation for exceptional four season versatility, designed to be your favorite vest 
for work, golf, skiing, hiking, walking, and your other epic everyday adventures. Its insulation is crafted from 70% recycled polyester, keeping you warm so you can stay outside year round and make a 
difference for the planet.

A B



A: Linksoul | Trent Vest Hoodie | Men’s B: Nautica | Harbor Puffer Vest | Women’s

Linksoul’s Trent Vest Hoodie adds just enough warmth and style when you want a little 
something extra while keeping the same easy-to-wear design you love about the classic 
Kirkwall Down Vest. The down-filled columns provide an unbeatable warmth-to-weight 
ratio. The best part? It packs into its own pocket. Yup, doubling as a ready-to-go pillow, 
this vest just made travel days a whole lot more comfortable.

AS LOW AS $184

Nautica’s Harbor Puffer Vest creates a sleek look that is ready for adventure. It’s fashion 
forward with heat-retaining properties and water-resistant qualities. Other features 
include an internal draft flap, a quilted knit shoulder, side and back panels, internal 
pockets with zipper closure, and an internal packable pouch with velcro closure.

AS LOW AS $96
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Patagonia | Retro Pile Vest | Men’s

When core warmth is what you’re after and softness is the way you want to get there, the 
Patagonia Retro Pile Vest is the only way to go.  This retro-style piece is a warm, easy-
wearing fleece made of recycled polyester double-sided solid shearling. Made in a Fair Trade 
Certified™ factory.

AS LOW AS $129
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Roots73 | WILLOWBEACH Microfleece Vest | Women’s

The versatile WILLOWBEACH Microfleece Vest delivers lightweight warmth and mobility with 
anti-pill microfleece construction. The women’s version has shaped seams and a tapered 
waist for a flattering fit. Cozy and stylish, this full zip women’s microfleece vest will become 
a favorite piece for layering and is made with the same cozy fabric as the Briggspoint 
Microfleece Jacket.

AS LOW AS $71
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A: STIO | Azura Lightweight Vest | Men’s B: STIO | Azura Lightweight Vest | Women’s

No matter how cool you are under pressure, reaching for your next hold on exposed cliffs, or traversing a 
razor-edge ridgeline, your core should always be warm. The Azura Vest is technical, lightweight 
and built with PrimaLoft® Gold Eco, offering the pinnacle of synthetic, 100% recycled insulation with 
an unrivaled warmth-to-weight ratio. A low bulk factor makes it supremely packable, and superior
softness makes it an ultra-comfortable favorite.

AS LOW AS $193

As a layer on hikes, camping trips or cold days on the ski hill, the Azura Vest provides lightweight 
and compressible insulation you can depend on. It features modern quilting filled with 60g of 
PrimaLoft® Gold Eco, princess seams for a flattering fit, a fully adjustable hem with low-pro cord 
locks and zippered hand and interior pockets.

AS LOW AS $193
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A: Storm Creek | Disoverer Vest | Men’s B: Storm Creek | Disoverer Vest | Women’s

AS LOW AS $90 AS LOW AS $90
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Storm Creek agrees, it’s what’s on the inside that counts. The Discoverer Vest is a smooth take on a classic. Water resistant and windproof with a drawstring cord at the lower hem for weather control, it 
tucks quilted insulation inside a sleek exterior.

A B



A: Stormtech | Montserrat Thermal Vest | Men’s B: Stormtech | Montserrat Thermal Vest | Women’s

AS LOW AS $100 AS LOW AS $100
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The Montserrat Thermal Vest helps you warm up in damp and cold environments with a lightweight quilted body and stretch side panels. A PFC-Free durable water repellent finish on the main body 
helps repel water in damp conditions. Chin saver and adjustable hem with drawcord lets you adjust for maximum comfort. It’s built with both regular and recycled polyester fabric inputs for a reduced 
environmental footprint.

A B



TravisMathew | Cold Bay Vest

When life leaves you out in the cold, this quilted, lightweight puffer vest by TravisMathew will 
help keep you warm. With 4-way stretch for easy movement, the Cold Bay Vest is your first 
defense against chilly days and nights.

AS LOW AS $100
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Accessories



B: Honest Abe Gloves | 
Waterproof Winter Lined 
Suede Cowhide Gloves

When it’s cold and wet, this is 
your best work glove hands down. 
Honest Abe Gloves boasts brown 
select suede cowhide leather, 3M 
Thinsulate, waterproof lining, and 
a rubberized safety cuff.

AS LOW AS $19

C: Storm Creek | Catalyst 
Mittens

Keep your hands warm and cozy 
with these dependable fleece 
mittens. They’re made from 50% 
recycled polyester/50% polyester 
with a sweater knit heather face 
and lofty fleece interior.

AS LOW AS $30

A: Port Authority® | Fleece Gloves

Made from 100% polyester fleece, cinched at wrist to seal in warmth, and with a handy clip and 
loop keep gloves together when not being worn, Port Authority’s soft and warm gloves are an 
indispensable cold-weather accessory. 

AS LOW AS $9
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B: Carhartt® | Knit Insu-
lated Face Mask

On those brutally cold days when 
the work still needs to get done, 
Carhartt has got you covered. 
Literally. This knit insulated face 
mask is made from stretchable, rib 
knit fabric and 3M™ Thinsulate™ Flex 
40-gram insulation for warmth. Ad-
ditionally, the extra-long neck en-
hances cold-weather protection.

AS LOW AS $40

C: Roots73 | RAVENLAKE 
Knit Scarf

Keep your wardrobe updated, 
upgraded and on trend with 
Next Level’s sueded sweatpants. 
They’re cut for a more elevated 
tailored look than those classic 
gym-class sweats and perfect for 
all-day wear.

AS LOW AS $41

A: Port Authority® | Fleece Neck Gaiter

Our must-have for chilly days keeps your face and neck comfortably warm. Port Authority’s fleece 
gaiter is made from 95% polyester 5% spandex R-Tek stretch fleece for warmth and shape retention. 

AS LOW AS $10
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Acessories

A: Sportsman | Chunky 
Cuffed Beanie

The 12” Chunky Knit Cuffed Beanie 
from Sportsman is made with 100% 

acrylic that will keep you nice 
and warm. The chunky knit design 

provides added comfort and 
style, while the cuff keeps 

your ears covered, providing 
comfortable wearability.

 AS LOW AS $14

C: Nike | Terra Beanie

Stay cozy with Nike’s Terra Beanie. 
This sustainable, street-ready 

beanie features a loose 1x1 rib knit, 
an adjustable cuff and a woven 

Swoosh label. Made of 100% 
recycled polyester.

AS LOW AS $28

B: New Era | Core Classic 
Cuff Beanie

With its thick rib knit, this clas-
sic beanie from New Era offers a 
great fit and cozy warmth.

AS LOW AS $17

D: tentree | Cotton Kurt 
Beanie

The Kurt beanie is made from 
100% organic cotton 1x1 rib knit. 
Thanks to tentree’s green initiative, 
ten trees are planted with every 
purchase. This beanie upon 
purchasing will offset ~3000kg of 
CO2 over its lifetime. One percent 
of all Eco sales are donated to 
environmental profits through a 
partnership with 1% For The Planet.

AS LOW AS $30
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